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This paper deals with the recovery of band- and energy-limited signals in L#)- 
norm from Hermitian information gathered on a given finite interval I. Let mp(E) 
be the minimal number of the information pieces required to find an E-accurate 
approximation to any such signal. We shall prove that 
lim r$(&) log log lie 
E-O+ log l/E = I 
for any p in [l, ~01, and that for sufficiently small E > 0, Hermitian interpolation 
using QE)( 1 + o( 1)) arbitrary nodes yields an a-approximation in L,(r)-norm with 
almost minimal cost. 0 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the class J = .I(&,) of signals J? of bandwidth 
I-.no, flol, 
such that the energy of 8 is bounded by 25r, i.e., 
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According to the Parseval theorem we have 
Our aim is to study the optimal complexity recovery of J? E J by means 
of algorithms whose sole knowledge about J? is information N(z) consist- 
ing of n divided differences of 2, 
where the points tj belong to a given interval I = [a - 7, a + r] and satisfy 
the implication 
{j = tj+k 3 V  tj = ti+ I  (j + k 5 n). (2) 
I  = 1.2. I  
We deal with the worst-case setting using the I&)-norm error crite- 
rion, 1 I p 5 CQ. By an algorithm, we mean an arbitrary mapping 4: iV(.I) 
---, L,(Z) and we measure the error e,(4) of C#I by its worst performance in 
the class, J, with respect to L,(Z)-norm. Hence, 
Given a positive number E, let Q(E) denote the minimal number of 
points tj required to find an algorithm $I* acting on information vectors (1) 
and satisfying 
We call $*(N@))(t) an (E, p)-approximation to 2(t). 
Throughout the paper we assume that the cost of arithmetic operations 
(+ , - , x , /) and the cost of evaluating a signal at a point are taken as unity 
and c, respectively. Without loss of generality we also assume that the 
points tj are nonadaptively (simultaneously) chosen (see Traub and Woz- 
niakowski, 1980). 
Let us define the functions uh E L2(-lZo, @,) by the (k - I)st divided 
difference of the function exp(-in.), i.e., 
uk(R) = exp(-iR.)[t,, t2, . . . , tkl, k = 1, 2, . . . , n. (3) 
One can easily prove that for any 2 E J the divided differences of J%? are 
values of some signals at zero. Namely, we have 
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X[t,, ?I, . . . ) tk] = I 1:“,,, X(fvu@)ds1 = &(O). 
Thus, since the functions uk can be precomputed, we see that nc can be 
taken as the cost of computing the information (1). 
Let comp,,(&) denote the minimal computational cost of +*(N(X))(t). 
The motivation of this paper goes back to a result of Kowalski (1986), 
which states that 
lim 
m,(E) log log l/E 
= log l/E 
1. 
E-to+ 
Since L,(Z)-norms become weaker when p decreases, it may be expected 
that the quantity 
lim 
rnJ&) log log l/F 
&+a+ log I/& 
decreases with p. In spite of this assertion we shall prove the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 1. For any p E [I, ~1 we have 
(9 lim (mJ.5) log log(l/s)/log( l/E) = 1, 
E-+0+ 
(ii) camp, (E) = (c + a) (log(l/&)/log log(l/&))( 1 + o(1)) as E + O+, 
where a E [0, 31. 
(iii) For sufjiciently small E > 0, Hermitian interpolation using log 
(l/E)(log log(l/e)-‘(1 + o(l)) arbitrary nodes from Z yields an (E, p)-up- 
proximation with almost minimal cost. 
In section 4 we shall show that using results of Melkman (1977), a 
sharper theorem can be obtained in the case when p = 2. 
2. AUXILIARY LEMMAS 
Let tl, t2, . . . , t, be arbitrary points on the interval Z = [a - r, a + 71 
and satisfying the condition (2). We denote by G = G(vl , ~2, . . . , u,) the 
Gram matrix ((VI, uk))~!&i , where (e, a) is the inner product in L2(-&, &) 
and uI are the functions defined by (3). 
The problem of optimal-error recovery of signals X E .Z(&) from 
N(X) = [(X, vi), (X, Q), . . . , (X, u,)Ir can be stated as follows: 
Find a mapping (algorithm) 4: N(J) + L,( -00, 0,) that minimizes the 
worst-case error e,(4) = eP(+: a, 7, a,, tl, . . . , t,,), where 
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and where B(&) is the unit ball in I!$(-&, Q,). 
From this formulation it is easily seen that the problem is a particular 
case of that studied by Micchelli and Rivlin (1977). 
Let us define: 
rpo, 7, &I; fl, t2, . . . , t,,) = SUP{ (I, 12(t)pdt)“p: k E .z(fJ, 
2[t,] = . . . = S[t, , t2, . . . , t,,] = 0 ) (4) 
I 
where we use the usual convention that 
(J, 12(t)(w) ‘I/’ = sup{)&t)(: t E I} 
when p = 03. Then clearly 
r&J, 7, fh; fl, t2, . . . 3 t,,) 
= sup(( 1, 12(t)ll’dt)“‘J: X E B(&) n span(u,, u?, . . . , u,,P . I 
Then, by the result of Micchelli and Rivlin mentioned above, we have 
r,(a, 7, slo; It, 12, . . . , t,,) = ‘;f E/A@, 0) 
where the infimum is taken over all algorithms 4: N(J) -+ I,,,(-&, Ro) 
and is attained by 
(6) 
where fik is the kth component of the vector G-IN@). 
To prove Theorem 1 we need a few auxiliary lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. For arbitrary numbers p E [ 1, a], a E R, T, Cl,, E R+ and 
arbitrary points tl , t2, . . . , t, E I = [a - T, a + 5-l satisfying (2) we have 
r,(a, 7, 00; tl, t2, . . . , t,) = r,(O, 1, L&IT, VI, v2, . . . , vn)7(“p-1’2), 
where vk = (tk - a)/7 for k = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
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Proof. Let X be an element of B(&) n span (ur , u2, . . . , u,)l. Then, 
8 E J(Q,) and X[rrl = X[tr , t2] = 8[t,, 12, . . . , t,,] = 0. Consequently, 
X(t) coincide with the remainder term of Hermitian interpolation of 2, 
i.e.. 
if(t) = IT&, X(IR)(exp(eR*)[t, rI, . . . , r,,l) fi (t - trw. (7) 
k=I 
It can be easily verified by induction on n that 
where v = (r - a)/~. Thus, by substituting o = on7 in (7) we get 
where Y(W) = 7-112X(w/7)exp(~wa/7). Therefore, 
(I, [X(r)~dr)“’ = d/f/~, [X(YT + a)~&~)“’ 
= +1/p-l/2) -’ il II ““’ -I -I I,,7 Y(w)(exp(!w.)[v, VI, . . . , ~~1) 
Since the operator X ---, Y maps the unit ball in L2(-&, 0,) onto the unit 
ball in L2(-&T, &T) and the function 
has the property fiu11 = F[Y,, v21 = . . . = L[v,, v2, . . . , v,] = o we 
see that 
Hence, the statement of Lemma 1 follows. w 
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Let us denote by (($ the norm in the space L,,(- 1, l), p E [l, ~1. 
LEMMA 2. For arbitrary numbers p E [I, a], p E R+ and arbitrary 
points t,, tz, . . . , t, E [- 1, l] satisfying (2) the following inequalities 
hold: 
2(“p-‘) r,(O, 1, p; If, t2, . . . , t,) 5 r,(O, 1, p; II, 12, . . . , t,) 
I 2”p r,(O, 1, p; tl, . . . , t,). 
Proof. The lemma is an immediate consequence of (4) and well- 
known inequalities 
that are valid for any Yin L2(-p, p). w 
Given numbers p E R +,nENandpointstl,t2,. . . , t, E [-1, l] let 
us define a number (Y and a complex-valued functionf by the equations 
(Y = pin (8) 
and 
z E c. (9) 
Let us also denote by ]j$,~ the norm in L2(-x, m), and by Z, the quantity 
Using the formula ln(sin x/x) 2n = 2n IX;=, ln(1 - x2/k2,rr2), x E (-7~, 7r), one 
can prove that Z,, = ~&‘*/(n + f), where 1.5 < [a < 8.4 and lim,,, [,, = 
(37T)‘“. 
We are now ready to present a lower bound on rp. 
LEMMA 3. For any numbers p E R+, n E N, andp E [l, m] andfor 
arbitrary points tl , t2, . . . , t, E [- 1, 11 satisfying (2) we have 
r&4 1, P; tl, f2, . . * 3 tn> 2 ~~~~“211fll,~llfllz,cc 3 (10) 
where f is the function defined by (8) and (9). 
In particular, when n 2 2plrr the inequality ( 10) yields 
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m, 1, p; tl, t2, * . . , t,) 2 2(3”*(&)’ 
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(11) 
und 
Y264 1, p; fl, f27 * . * , t,) 2 n exp(-A) (zn(np+ IJ"2(&Jn. w 
Proof. According to the Paley-Wiener theorem, .I@) is precisely the 
class of entire functions g of exponential type p satisfying 
Ilsll2,cc z5 m)“2, 
which are restricted to the real line (see Rudin, 1977). 
Let us note now that the function f defined by (8) and (9) is an entire 
function of exponential type p which satisfies the equations 
f[t11 = fItI, t21 = . . . = fit,, t2, . . . ) t,] = 0. 
Moreover f is square integrable over the real line and if cy I r/2, then 
Ml26 = /Trn [x2'";:',2,32n J!i (x - td2dx 
k=l 
cos y 2n n 
0, - ‘d2)O, + 572) I fl 0, - d2dr k=, 
5 a2n-l = I [ 
cos y 
2n 
-r 0, - q(y + &) I (Iyl + a)2”dy 
5 2$n-’ j-,” (-?=)20dy = 2&n-’ j-IT,,, (+)“d, 
ZZ 2c@‘Z Il. 
Consequently, 
Ilfl12,a 5 (2a-‘ZJ”2 a”. (13) 
when n z 2ph. 
Let us define the function go to be the restriction to the real line of the 
complex mapping z -, (2~)1’2f(z)lllf(12,m. Then, of course, 
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gort11 = gort1, t21 = . * . = gort1, 22, . . . 3 tnl = 0 
and go E J(p). Thus, by (4) we obtain the inequality 
rp(O, 1, p; Cl, 12, . * . 9 tn) 2 llgollp, 
which coincides with (10). It is easily seen that 
inf[~Y2c~s$,41: (yl I o) 2 inf{iy2c:s$,4J: IYI 5 1T/2] = C’ (14) 
if (Y I 7~12. We recall that 
whenp = I, (15) 
when p = 2 
(see Timan, 1963). Using (14), (15), and the inequality n z 2p/~~ we get 
(16) 
whenp = ly 
when p = 2. 
By the Stirling formula, k! = (2~k)“‘(kle)“exp(6/12k), 0 < 6 < 1, we have 
n!n! 
(2n)! Z exp( -&)(m)1’22-2n. 
This inequality, taken together with (IO), (13), and (16) finally yields 
r,(O, 1, P; tl, t2, . . . ,&Jr 
i 
2(7ra/ZJ”2(Cx27r)~ ifp = 1, 
* exp(-A) (,,,*: J”*(d2?r)” if p = 2 
which gives (11) and (12) and which completes the proof. n 
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Let us denote by I#,, = H,,(N(X)) the Hermite interpolatory algorithm 
that uses information N(X) defnied by (1) and (2), i.e., 
H&v(2)(t) = 2 Rrt,, 12, . . . , t/J; (t - tj). 
k=l ;=I 
(17) 
We are now in a position to find an upper bound on r&O, I, p; tl , t2, . . . , 
tn). 
LEMMA 4. For any numbers p E R + , n E N, and arbitrary nodes tl , t2, 
. . . ) t, E [-- 1, l] satisfying (2) we have 
l/2 
r&h 1, p; tl, t2, . . . 
2ep n 
, tn> 5 exWn> < + y , 
( ) 
where e,(H,) = e&H,; 0, 1, p, tl, t2, . . . , t,). 
Proof. The first inequality is an immediate consequence of (5). To 
prove the second inequality we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5 of 
Kowalski (1986). 
For any X E B(p) we have 
A ! ( t )  -  Hn(lV(2))(t) = B [ t ,  tl, e * .  7 tn] Jj ( t  -  tj) 
j=l 
and 
8[t, tl, . . . , t,] = I ’ X(fi)(expeQ.)[t, tl, . . . , t,,ldfl. -P 
Therefore, 
enPI) = supp3t) - fmvml: x E B(p), t E [-1, 11) 
= suP[ I? It - tjl SUP I r xW(exP(~ fl*)[t, ti, . . . , t,l) 
j=l XEB(P) -P 
da\: t E f-1, ll} 
= 
SuP(fi I t  -  tjJ ( I ”  Jexp(i Cl*)[t, tl, . . . , t,] j2dfl)“2: 
j=l -P 
t E I-1, 111. 
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jexp(+!fi.)[t, tl, . . . , t,]) 5 (Rl”ln! 
and 
SUp[jQ It - tj); I E [-1, +l]) 52” 
we get 
Applying the Stirling formula we finally obtain 
which completes the proof. w 
Let us now mention that the Remarks (l)-(3) on the properties of 
Lagrangian interpolatory algorithms presented by Kowalski (1986) also 
apply to the Hermitian case. Namely, they can be restated as follows. 
Remarks. (1) For IZ > 2efio7, H,(N(&)(t) provides an exponentially 
good fit to 2(t) for any 2 E J(&,) and any t E I, regardless of the nodes 
t1, t2, . . . 3 tn E I chosen; as is obvious from the inequality 
In practice, when nonexact information is available, good approximation 
of the signal is possible for at most a bounded distance d beyond the 
interval of observation Z1 = conv(ti , t2, . . . , t,J, where d is independent 
of II (see Landau, 1985). 
(2) Much better estimates on e&Z,; a, T, flo, tI, t2, . . . , t,) are 
possible for special choices of nodes tl , t2, . . . , t,. For example, if ?k are 
the Chebyshev points in Z, i.e., if 
tk = t,$ = a + 7 cos 
(k - 1)~ 
2n ’ 
k = 1, 2, . . . , n, 
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then 
e&Y,; a, 7, fi0, TV, t2, . . . , 
2Qh” e&to7 n 
-- 
&I) < (2n)% 2n . ( 1 
(3) For any points tl, t2, . . . , t, E Z satisfying (2), we have 
e&Z,; a, 7, Qo, tl, . . . , t,> 2 (2Q0F2en-I, 
where e,-l is the error of the uniform approximation of the function 
sin(OO~*)/LnOr. on [- 1, 11 by its Hermite polynomial associated with the 
nodesv’,v2,. . . ) v,, where vk = (tk - U)/T. 
The right-hand side of the last inequality is at least of order 0.1 ((Cl& 
2)-l’* when n < no = (#Qor. 
3. PROOF OFTHEOREM I 
Let us select arbitrary numbers p E [l, m], a E R, r, 00 E R+ and 
arbitrary points tl, t2, . . . , t, E Z = [a - Q-, Q + r]. Then, for n L 2%&r, 
Lemmas 1, 2, 3, 4 yield 
k,n-“4(k2n)-” < #“p-‘/2) 2”‘p-‘J r,(O, 1, n,,, 7; V’) . . . ) VP,) 
5 r&7, 7, %I; tl, . . . , t,,) 
5 .(Q-“2) 2”b,(O, I, f&7; V’, . . . , v,,) -=z kgz-’ (k,n)-“, 
where vj = (tj - u)/r (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) and where 
k, = T(*k-*‘*) 2’b(n(noT/g.4)‘/2, 
k2 = 27r/(&), 
kJ = (2+‘(2~)-“~f&‘~, 
k4 = 1/(2e&). 
Thus, for sufficiently small positive E, the number W+,(E) satisfies 
klmp(~)-“4(kgnp(~))-mJE) -=c E < kgq,(~)-’ (k4mp(c))-mW (18) 
From this one easily concludes that 
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which proves (i). 
Now let m;(e) denote the minimal number of nodes tr , t2, . . . , t,, E Z 
satisfying (2) and such that the corresponding Hermite algorithm ZZ,, gives 
an (E, p)-approximation, independent of their location in I. That is, 
m;(e) = min{m: e&Y,; a, 7, QO, tl, . . . , tm) 
‘&,W,,f2,. . . , t, E Z Z sat.(2)}. 
From Remark 1 we conclude that e,(ZZ,; a, T, &, tl, . . . , t,J = @(l/n) 
(I+)“) which proves that 
m;(E) = q4du + 41)) = log log 1,E log l’& (1 + o(1)) as E + O+. 
Let comp,,(&+t) denote the cost of producing an (E, p)-approximation to 
2(t)@ E J(Q,), t E Z) by the Hermite algorithm (17) that uses m;(c) nodes. 
By applying the Horner scheme to the right-hand side of (17) with n = 
m;(c) we see that comp,(ZZ,J consists of the cost of m;(e) evaluations of 
the divided differences and the cost of 3(4(c)- 1) arithmetic operations. 
Thus, 
compP(ZZ,8C,j) 5 (c + 3)4(c) - 3. (20) 
On the other hand we have 
cm&) 5 camp,(s) 5 comp,(&&. (21) 
Let us finally note that the inequalities (20) and (21) taken together with 
(19) imply that the quantities camp,(s) and compP(ZZ,,C,j) both behave as 
Cc + 4 ,,~~~,, (1 + o(1)) when E + Of. 
This gives (ii) and (iii) and completes the proof. 
4. THE CASE p = 2 
Let us note that the main result of this paper can be sharpened in the 
case when p = 2. To this end, we recall a definition and basic properties of 
the prolate spheroidal wave functions $k. 
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It is well known that the integral operator 
has the eigenvahtes (Yk (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .> satisfying 
and the eigenfunctions (prolate spheroidal wave functions) $k, 
%ljlk = ak+k, (22) 
that are real band-limited to the level R0 and orthonormal in L2(-03, ~0). 
Moreover, we have 
(9 
I ’ (Sh(&(t - s))h(t - S) $k(S)dS = A&k(t), -7 
where hk depends on the product no7 only and satisfies 
Ak = Iak12&,/(2T$$, k=O,l,. . . . 
(ii) 
I 1, ‘,h(thh(f)dt = ak&k (k, 1 = 0, 1, . . .). 
(iii) The set {+k}j& is complete in Lz(-T, T) and in J(a). 
(iv) For each k, the function ljlk has exactly k simple zeros &,r, 
5 k.2, . * . , 5k.k in the interval (-7, 7). 
For the properties of the functions $k mentioned above see Slepian and 
Pollak (1961) and Slepian (1965). More information about +k and Ak can be 
found in the papers by Landau and Pollak (1961, 1962). 
Let us now consider the problem of optimal recovery of J? E J(&) and 
Lz(Z)-norm by algorithms that use information of the form 
Nnt*) = LGf), L2(*), . . . , L,(&F, 
where Lk are linear functionals on L2(-R,,, &,). Melkman (1977) solved 
this problem by showing that 
inf inf sup 
N. y:N.(I+L2(I) XEJ 
(I, 12(t) - y(N.(&)(t)12dt)1’2 = (ETA,,)‘“. (23 
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He also showed that the infima in (23) are attained by the information 
operator 
and the algorithm 
where Yk is the kth component of the vector G(ut , ~2, . . . , u,)-’ N,(X) 
and where Uk(t) = eXp(-t(a -t &,k)t) fork = 1,2, . . . , n. since N,(2) is 
equivalent to information (1) with tk = a + [,,k (k = 1,2, . . . , n), m2(&) in 
Theorem 1 for p = 2 can be redefined to mean the minimal number of 
linear functional evaluations required to jind an (E, 2)-approximation to 
any B E ./(a,). 
Let (a, *) denote the inner product in L2(Z) and let 
fk(s) = hi1'2$bk(s - a) for k = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
Melkman (1977) showed that another choice of N, and 4 attaining the 
infima in (23) is N, = X, and 4 = a*, where 
and where 
n-l @*ucm = c (if, 3J.h. 
k=O 
For any X E L2(-Ro, &) and any s E Z we have 
(24) 
where vk(fi) = s, exp(l?Ot)fk(r)dt. Moreover, (22) implies that 
fk(s) = h;“*$@t+k)(s - a) 
= 
J U” -Cl,, exp(t!fls&(Q)dSI = SK(s), 
where S,(O) = TX;“*((YX~L~)-‘~~(S~~/~~,). Consequently, (24) can be rewrit- 
ten in the form 
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Since the functions yk can be precomputed, we need 2n measurements of 
the signals’ values *yk(0), &(s) and 2n - I arithmetic operations in order 
to compute @*(N,(g))(s). When n = m2(&) we see that the optimal error 
algorithm (24) yields an (E, 2)-approximation with almost minimal cost 
2(c + l)rnz(&) - 1. 
The Melkman results, mentioned above, taken together with Lemmas 
l-3 and Remark 2, imply that for sufficiently large n we have 
2n 
expt-i+) 
d&r a07 ( 1 2R,T eRo7 2n 2Z,(n + a> 25-n -+<m 2n ’ i ) 
which improves the Slepian’s result: A,, = O((eR0&rn)2fl) as IZ * +x (see 
Landau, 1965). 
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